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NNIT announces
partnership with Dell
Boomi
NNIT, a leading provider of IT services and consultancy strengthens its
position in cloud system integration in Denmark by entering into a new
partnership with Dell Boomi.

The partnership with Dell Boomi means that NNIT expands its portfolio of
services to also include iPaaS; a tool for system integration in the cloud.
As more and more organizations move parts of their system portfolio from
own data centers to data centers and services in the cloud, the need for
solutions and consultancy on how to integrate the systems in the cloud
increases.
iPaaS (Integration-Platform-As-A-Service) is an integration tool, developed
in the cloud and used to integrate cloud-based products with other cloud
products and integrate software in local data centers. The systems contain
many standard integrations why the integration only requires a minimum of
changes to be connected in the cloud.
Boomi is unique, since development and monitoring is done in the cloud,
whereas execution and data storage can be placed either in a physical data
center behind one’s own firewall or in the cloud via for example Microsoft
Azure Cloud.
“Dell Boomi’s development of new functionality ensures them a leading
position, and their products are among the best in the market. This
partnership therefore comes natural to NNIT,” says Mikkel Iversen, Director
of Integration & Development in NNIT.
“Our experienced integration consultants will be certified in iPaaS from Dell
Boomi, and be ready to implement,” he explains.
”We look forward to a productive partnership that will further strengthen
NNIT’s position in IT services and consultancy on cloud system integration,”
says Nordic Manager Thomas Østergaard-Geisler, Dell Boomi. “With Dell
Boomi’s cloud-based integration platform, NNIT’s clients will be able to
solve even their most complex integration challenges and experience the
advantages of the cloud.”
NNIT already provides development, maintenance and advisory services on
integration products from SAP, Microsoft, EPIC and Informatica.
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